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1.1

Introduction

The concept of cloud computing has recently emerged as a model for hosting
and delivering services via the Internet.
 Cloud computing has made a big shift in the
field of information technology, where this model allows the user to access services
and files from anywhere and at any time. That service provided by provider called
cloud services provider that rents out these services to customers (individuals or
companies). This rentdepending

on the type of service required by the client.
Privacy refers to sensitive information about one person or a group that is expected to
be secluded or hidden from others (e.g., identity, address, health, and hobbies). When
users access cloud data and use cloud data services, it is necessary to preserve their
privacy. Many users pay more attention to their privacy protection when they access
cloud data or use cloud services. In particular, they expect to hide their identity while
using cloud data services. Some users also want their operations on the data and the
information retrieved from a cloud to be properly protected. For instance, the
keywords queried over the outsourced data and the query results returned by a cloud
should not be exposed to others. Moreover, it is expected that users’ access behaviors
and habits should not be inferred by any other parties in cloud.
User privacy in cloud services includes identity privacy, query privacy, and access
pattern privacy. Different privacy issues can be addressed with different protection
techniques and need some specific considerations. In this thesis we will address only
query privacy. Query privacy can be effectively implemented by using secure
indexes, virtual/dummy keywords, or random trapdoors [1].

1.2

Problem Statement

Cloud computing is one of the recent technologies and provides many services to
users. Search over encrypted data is a challenging problem in the cloud privacy field.
Protect query privacy is a fundamental issue in the cloud computing paradigm. The
traditional encryption techniques are preventing unauthorized access to sensitive data
while at the same time do not preserve the query privacy. Query privacy schemes
solve the problem of searching over encrypted data partially, but it leaks some
information.

1.3

Research Questions

Goals of this thesis have been accomplished by answering the following research
questions:
1- What is the query privacy in cloud issue?
2- What are the solutions that have been proposed to achieve protection of query
privacy?
3- How can we classify these proposed schemes?
1.4

Research Objectives

This research aims to study query privacy preservation over encrypted cloud data, and
survey solutions of how to protect query privacy in cloud, to provide readers with an
organized up to date literature on the topic.

1.5

Motivations

Because moving data

to cloud environment means that control of the data is

becoming under third party at remote server, customers need to ensure that their
queries was maintained safely and no any compromise was happen to it. To ensure
protection to query privacy we will focus in technique and solutions proposed by
researchers for this issue.

1.6

Research Methodology

In this research our methodology is to look at query privacy issue in cloud data. After
that we go to classified scientific papers that proposed solutions to these privacy
problems. And our methodology in collecting scientific papers is depending on two
major factors. First factor is source of papers, we collecting papers from best two
sources in Information Technology field (ACM and IEEE) and popular source
(Google Scholar) and Journal related with query privacy in cloud field. Second factor
is date of published papers, we focusing at modern papers that published in last six
years from 2016.
A survey of literature methodology is used to answer the research questions. Chapter
(3) gives details of the research methodology.

1.7

Research Scope
This research thesis is concerned only to study methods dedicated to protect

query privacy on encrypted cloud data.

1.8

Thesis contribution

Thesis contributions are:
1. Identifying the query privacy issue with proposed protection solutions.
2. Classifying schemes that have been proposed to the protect query privacy.

1.9

Thesis Structure

The remaining contents of the thesis are organized as follows:
Chapter 2 contains important aspects of cloud computing, including its definition, essential
characteristics, models of cloud services, pros and cons of using cloud computing. The
chapter also briefly stated the challenges and security issues that faces cloud computing.
Chapter 3 presents the research methodologies being used to conduct this research. Chapter
4 discusses query privacy issues and surveys the proposed solutions to preserve privacy.
Chapter 5 states the conclusions and recommendations for future works.

